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By: Will Emmons, Staff Member 
 
The controversies surrounding the coal industry have led to a complex series of regulatory regimes
that control workplace safety as well as environmental impact. Different state and federal agencies
are responsible for these regimes, but many of them have one thing in common: reliance on
individual plaintiffs, under the aegis of whistleblower or citizen suits, to ensure the law is enforced.[1] 
 
In the safety context, it is true the occasional miner may win a series of 105(c) whistleblower claims.
[2] However, advocates claim these successes are inadequate for protecting miners and criticize the
Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) for failing to compel companies to pay penalties.
[3] Safety advocates argue the agency is under-staffed and under-funded and companies can "get away
with murder."[4] Attorney Chris Regan has argued MSHA may be a “captured agency.”'[5]
 
Under environmental statutes, there are also issues with enforcement. Some scholars argue the
'cooperative federalism' of federal environmental statutes, a scheme that gives state agencies primary
responsibility for applying federal law, results in the law not being enforced.[6] These scholars argue
state budget cuts and political considerations, including competition with other coal-producing
states make the framework completely reliant on citizen intervenors.[7] Point in case, in Kentucky, a
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group of citizen interveners recently won a settlement under the Clean Water Act against the state's
chronically “do-nothing” Department of Natural Resources.[8]
 
There are several problems with relying on whistleblowers and citizen interveners for the heavy
lifting. First, as a matter of principle, one hopes a democratically constituted government would seek
to enforce its own laws to protect its citizens against depredation. Second, in the environmental
context, citizen suits frequently raise constitutional standing questions.[9] Third, a whistleblower or
citizen intervenor can never marshal the kind of resources the federal government or even state
governments could even if they wanted to. While various non-profit law firms like Kentucky's own
Appalachian Citizens' Law Center are providing plaintiffs with high quality legal representation for
free, non-profits' resources are always as limited by their donors good will.[10] Finally, advocates argue
coal companies are notoriously undercapitalized.[11] Even if a plaintiff wins a lawsuit, there is often
little money to recover in a judgment.[12] The investors are protected by the corporate veil and may
carry on the same illegal practices using another fictitious entity.[13]
 
Recently, economist Gar Alperovitz, proposed that the difficulty of regulating the banking system
could be resolved by nationalizing it and running it as a public good.[14] I propose nationalizing the
coal industry would similarly make coal extraction easier to regulate. This was UK College of Law
graduate, Harry Caudill's plea at the end of Night Comes to the Cumberlands.[15] He recognized a
nationalized coal industry under a Southern Mountain Authority, similar to the Tennessee Valley
Authority, as tool to alleviate poverty and break the political power of coal bosses.[16] Today, a
Southern Mountain Authority could also serve as a way to capitalize an economic transition for
Appalachia as the world turns away from fossil fuels.
  (http://www.blogger.com/blogger.g?blogID=8202935745006855383)_________________ 
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